
This report looks at the following areas:

•• China’s economic performance.
•• Changes in consumer spending confidence.
•• Consumers’ financial status and priorities.
•• Consumers’ retaliatory spending plans.
•• Which ways to improve consumers’ finances.

In 2022, China’s economic development was facing internal and external
pressure. The uncertainty brought about by the epidemic has profoundly
affected people’s daily lives and economic development. Many contact-
based industries, such as catering, have been hit hard. Export demand from
overseas markets has shrunk significantly, and the international environment is
also relatively severe. Economic development in 2023 may not see a V-shaped
rebound, but it will still develop positively.

People’s financial situation is generally stable. However, the overall consumer
sentiment tends to be cautious and conservative. People are more inclined to
make a saving. And they pay more attention to long-term life plans, such as
saving for retirement. Actively planning for the future helps them gain more
sense of control over their lives.

People’s long-term confidence in the future remains stable, but short-term
confidence has declined significantly. Cutting unnecessary expenses remains a
top priority for most people (71%). Over a long period in the future, people will
not change their prudent and conservative spending sentiment, but they may
seek occasional indulgence – only 16% of respondents said that they would not
make retaliatory spending. Domestic tourism may become people’s top hobby
consumption.

Brands need to know that consumption downgrades may not happen.
Consumers are weighing their consumption choices more consciously and
spending prudently. It’s necessary for brands to offer flexibility and durability for
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“China’s economic
development is facing
pressure. On the one hand,
there are lingering
uncertainties regarding the
domestic epidemic situation
despite the recent relaxation
of restrictive policies, and
people’s short-term
confidence has not yet
rebounded.”
– Blair Zhang, Senior
Research Analyst
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consumers, which will be essential purchasing factors in the future. Despite
temporary economic constraints, people’s expectations for maintaining the
original standard of living are even higher. Continuing saving, spending
cautiously, and seeking core values may become the central themes of
consumption trends in 2023.
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• Consumers’ financial situations hold stable
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• Long-term confidence remains stable, while short-term one
is slowly declining
Figure 6: Confidence in improving future financial situation,
2019-22

• The trend of saving for medical emergencies continues to
rise
Figure 7: Financial priorities in the next 12 months, 2022

• Most consumers will spend in revenge, with domestic travel
being the most desired
Figure 8: Retaliatory spending behaviours, 2022

• ‘Cutting discretionary spending’ is now the priority, but
consumers will not downgrade living standard
Figure 9: Plans to improve financial situation after the
outbreak is under control, 2022

• China’s economy has withstood pressure in 2022
Figure 10: Quarterly growth of GDP in China, Q1 2000-Q3
2022

• PMI down to the contraction range in Q4 2022
Figure 11: Monthly Purchasing Managers’ Index, China,
2018-22

• Import-export volumes saw growth but still faced pressure
Figure 12: Year-on-year growth in the total value of imports
and exports, China, 2007-22
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• Employment rate is under pressure but overall holds stable
Figure 13: Monthly surveyed urban unemployment rate, China,
2018-22
Figure 14: Monthly surveyed unemployment rate of urban
youth aged 16-24, 2022

• Consumer prices rose moderately
Figure 15: Consumer Price Index, China, 2000-22

• Disposable income grew steadily
Figure 16: Growth of per capita disposable income (price-
adjusted), China, 2019-22

• Retail sales are significantly affected by the short-term
impact of COVID-19
Figure 17: Year-on-year growth of total retail sales of
consumer goods in China, 2018-22
Figure 18: Year-on-year growth rate of consumer retail sales,
by goods/service type, China, 2022
Figure 19: Growth rate of retail sales, by key sectors, 2019-22

• The Chinese government updated its COVID-19 control
measures

• Accelerated shift to online retail among the “new elderly”
Figure 20: User size and utilisation ratio of online shopping,
2020-22

• Cross-border ecommerce development stays on the fast
track
Figure 21: Cross-border ecommerce import and export scale
and growth rate, 2020-21

• Consumers’ financial situations hold stable
Figure 22: Current financial situation, 2016-22

• High income groups have relatively stable financial
situation
Figure 23: Current financial situation, by monthly personal
income, 2019-22

• Saving willingness increased in tier 1 cities
Figure 24: Current financial situation, by city tier, 2019-22

• Salary and bonus are still the main sources of income
Figure 25: The proportion of respondents who own the
income, 2019-22

COVID-19 CHINA CONTEXT AND IMPACTS

CURRENT FINANCIAL SITUATION

CHANGES IN SOURCE OF INCOME
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Figure 26: The proportion of respondents who increased their
income, 2019-22

• 18-24 year olds increase part-time job incomes to tide over
difficulties
Figure 27: The percentage of respondents who own online
part-time job income, by age, 2022
Figure 28: The percentage of respondents who own offline
part-time job income, by age, 2022

• Long-term confidence remains stable, while short-term one
is slowly declining
Figure 29: Confidence in improving future financial situation,
2019-22

• Low income groups are experiencing fluctuation in
confidence
Figure 30: Confidence in improving future financial situation –
very confident and somewhat confident, by monthly personal
income, 2019-22

• The trend of saving for medical emergencies continues
Figure 31: Financial priorities in the next 12 months, 2022

• Elderly care gains continuous attention
Figure 32: Financial priorities in the next 12 months ranked as
‘very important’, 2019-22
Figure 33: Financial priorities in the next 12 months ranked as
‘very important’ – saving for my older years, by age, 2021-22

• Females still find indulgence spending relevant
Figure 34: Financial priorities in the next 12 months ranked as
‘very important’ and ‘important’– spending on self-
indulgence, by gender, 2021-22

• Most consumers plan to spend in revenge
Figure 35: Retaliatory spending behaviours, 2022

• Domestic travel ranks the top on the retaliatory spending
plan list
Figure 36: Plan to travel domestically after the COVID-19
outbreak is under control, by location, 2022

• Females will lead the recovery of experiential spending
Figure 37: Retaliatory spending behaviours, by gender, 2022
Figure 38: The newest way to chillax among young females –
‘stove-boiled tea’, 2022

CONFIDENCE IN FUTURE

FINANCIAL PRIORITIES

RETALIATORY SPENDING BEHAVIOURS
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• Consumers prioritise ‘cutting discretionary spending’ to
improve finances
Figure 39: Plans to improve financial situation after the
outbreak is under control, 2022

• Living standard will not be downgraded
Figure 40: Survey results in 2020 and 2022 to reveal
consumers’ plans of improving financial situations when the
COVID-19 outbreak is under control, 2020 and 2022

• High income groups tend to expand investment while low
income groups cut unnecessary expenses
Figure 41: Plans to improve financial situation after the
outbreak is under control, by monthly personal income, 2022

• Methodology
• Abbreviations

WAYS OF IMPROVING FINANCES

APPENDIX – METHODOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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